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Nonlinear lossy light bullets in self-focusing media with nonlinear absorption
Miguel A. Porras
Grupo de Sistemas Complejos, ETSIME, Universidad Polite´cnica de Madrid, Rios Rosas 21, 28003 Madrid, Spain
We review the properties of nonlinear, multidimensional localized waves whose stationary prop-
agation is sustained by a dynamic equilibrium between self-focusing and nonlinear losses. Their
finite-energy versions preserve light bullet behavior well-beyond the characteristic diffraction or dis-
persion distances, and rebuild after obstacles. There exists a preferential lossy light bullet with
maximum intensity and losses, defined solely by the optical properties of the medium, which is
the most stable, non-conical localized wave supported by a medium with self-focusing nonlinearity
and nonlinear losses. This preferential lossy light bullet acts an as attractor during self-focusing
of Gaussian-like wave packets when collapse is halted by nonlinear absorption, which can explain
relevant properties of the observed light filament dynamics in media with anomalous dispersion.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this article we review the properties of the so-called
nonlinear lossy light bullets (LLBs). They constitute a
family of localized and non-diffractive light wave pack-
ets in homogeneous, isotropic, nonlinear media that re-
sults from a dynamic balance between energy dissipation
and self-focusing [1, 2]. Their properties differ substan-
tially from those of other, well-known families of non-
diffractive, nonlinear light bullets, as solitary, conical
and dissipative bullets. LLBs are substantially nonlinear
and multidimensional waves (2D and 3D), and feature a
rather complex spatiotemporal structure. They survive
to nonlinear absorption and rebuild after obstacles, but
these properties do not result from a peculiar geometry,
as in conical light bullets [3–8], or on a balancing gain, as
in dissipative light bullets [9–11]. The stationary propa-
gation of LLBs against nonlinear losses is a result of the
refilling effect of self-focusing. Self-focusing establishes
an energy flux from an energy reservoir in the light bul-
let periphery towards the nonlinearly absorbed central
core of the bullet. Further, nonlinear losses make the
propagation of these LLBs more robust against pertur-
bations. In each nonlinear medium, there exists a LLB
with maximum intensity and maximum losses, defined by
the optical properties of the medium solely, that exhibits
maximum stability properties, and that act as an attrac-
tor of the self-focusing dynamics with nonlinear losses.
The existence of this attractor can explain many facts
of the self-focusing, collapse and filamentation dynamics
when collapse is arrested by nonlinear losses [12–14].
Along this paper, these properties and their relevance
in experiments are reviewed. In Sections II and III we
introduce LLBs as localized and stationary solutions of
the two or three dimensional nonlinear Schro¨dinger equa-
tion with self-focusing nonlinearity and nonlinear losses,
and describe their rather complex structure, formed by
a narrow peak, surrounded by a dissipative shell and an
energy reservoir. In the LLB with maximum intensity
and maximum losses supported by the medium, the dis-
sipative shell extends infinitely far from the bullet center.
The propagation properties of the physically realizable,
finite-energy versions of LLBs are studied in Section IV,
where it is seen that truncated LLBs can propagate as
light bullets for hundreds of diffraction lengths. Section
V describes the self-reconstruction property of LLBs after
obstacles. Special attention is paid to the difficult ques-
tion of the stability of LLBs. In Section VIA we show
that the LLB of maximum intensity and losses tends to
be spontaneously formed in the collapse of standard wave
packets with finite energy arrested by nonlinear losses
[1, 15]. The dynamics towards the formation, and relax-
ation from this LLB attractor is seen to reproduce many
features of the filamentation dynamics of monochromatic
light (in the two-dimensional case), and of the filamenta-
tion dynamics of ultrashort pulses in media with anoma-
lous dispersion (in the three-dimensional case), as the
filament intensity, the particularly long segments and re-
vivals in the form of short bursts. The stability prop-
erties of LLBs are studied in Section VIB by means of
a linearized instability analysis. As expected from its
attractive property, the LLB of maximum intensity and
losses turns out to be the most stable among all LLBs.
II. LOSSY LIGHT BULLETS IN
SELF-FOCUSING MEDIA WITH NONLINEAR
LOSSES
We consider wave packets E = A exp(−iω0t + ik0z)
oscillating a certain optical carrier frequency ω0 and of
propagation constant k0, that self-focus symmetrically in
all available dimensions. In two dimensions, this repre-
sents a monochromatic light beam A(r, z) that depends
only on the radial coordinate r = (x2 + y2)1/2 in the
transversal plane. In three-dimensions, self-focusing is
symmetric in a medium with anomalous dispersion [k′′0 <
0] if the envelope A(r, z) depends only on the spatiotem-
poral radial coordinate r = (x2 + y2 + t′2/k0|k′′0 |)1/2,
where t′ = t − k′0z is the local time and k(n)0 is the nth-
derivative of the propagation constant k(ω) at ω0. Two-
dimensional symmetrical self-focusing in a planar wave
can be considered as well if r = (x2 + t′2/k0|k′′0 |)1/2. In
all these cases, the simplest model of self-focusing is the
2nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation (NLSE)
∂zA =
i
2k0
∆rA+
ik0n2
n0
|A|2A− β
(M)
2
|A|2M−2A, (1)
where ∆r = ∂
2
r + [(D − 1)/r]∂r, with D = 2 or D =
3, and n0 is the refractive index at ω0. A pure Kerr
nonlinearity with nonlinear refractive index n2 > 0 is
considered for simplicity, but other more complex self-
focusing nonlinearities can be considered as well. The
term with β(M) > 0 accounts for nonlinear losses (NLLs)
due to M -photon absorption.
The NLSE (1) supports localized and stationary solu-
tions of the form A = a(r) exp[iϕ(r)+iδz], where a and ϕ
are real functions, with δ > 0 in completely transparent
media (solitons), and with δ < 0 also in media with NLLs
(linear or nonlinear conical waves) [3, 7, 8, 16]. Between
these two families, Eq. (1) supports also localized and
stationary solutions without any axial wave vector shift
(δ = 0) in nonlinear media with NLLs, that have been
named lossy light bullets [1, 2], and that present sub-
stantially different characteristics from solitary or conical
bullets. From Eq. (1), these LLBs must satisfy
a′′ +
D − 1
r
a′ − ϕ′2a+ 2k
2
0n2
n0
a3 = 0, (2)
β(M)
∫ r
0
drπ(2r)D−1a2M = −π(2r)
D−1
k0
ϕ′a2,(3)
where prime signs stand for d/dr, with boundary condi-
tions with a(0) =
√
I0, a
′(0) = 0, ϕ′(0) = 0, and with
the additional localization condition a → 0 for r → ∞.
These solutions are numerically to exist in two and three
dimensions for all peak intensity I0 up to the maximum
value
I0,max =
[
4γmaxk0n2
n0β(M)
] 1
M−2
, (4)
where γmax is a dimensionless parameter of the order of
unity that depends slightly on M and number of dimen-
sions D. Contrary to solitons, there no exist solutions to
Eqs. (2) and (3) satisfying the localization condition in
the case of only one dimension.
Radial profiles for D = 2 and M = 6 with differ-
ent values of I0 between the limits I0 → 0 of negligible
losses (lower dashed curve) and I = I0,max (upper dashed
curve) are shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b). Qualitatively
similar profiles are found for different values of M and
for D = 3. LLBs are weakly localized so that they carry
infinite power (in two dimensions) or energy (in three di-
mensions). Equation (3), written as N(r) = −F (r) for
short, establishes that the nonlinearly absorbed power
(energy) N(r) per unit propagation length in any circle
(sphere) of radius r must be refueled by identical inward
radial power (energy) flux −F (r) per unit length across
the circumference of the circle (surface of the sphere)
for stationarity to be possible. This mechanism of sta-
tionarity with NLLs was first described for conical light
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FIG. 1. (a) normalized intensity, (b) normalized intensity
in double logarithmic scale, and (c) normalized NLLs (or
normalized inward power flux) radial profiles of LLBs with
M = 6 and D = 2. The dashed curves correspond to
the limiting cases of negligible and infinite losses. They are
obtained by solving (2) and (3) in the dimensionless form
a˜′′ + (D − 1)a˜′/ρ − ϕ′2a˜ + 2a˜3 = 0, and −pi(2ρ)D−1ϕ′a˜2 =
4γ
∫ ρ
0
dρpi(2ρ)D−1a˜2M (normalized inward flux = normalized
losses), where a˜ = a/
√
I0, ρ =
√
k20n2I0/n0 r is the nor-
malized radial coordinate, and with different values of γ =
n0β
(M)IM−20 /4k0n2 = 0.5, 1.3, 1.5, 1.558 between the limits
γ = 0 and γ = γmax = 1.5594 for M = 6 and D = 2. (d)
Normalized total NLLs, or normalized total inward flux, per
unit propagation length as a function of γ (or peak intensity)
up to the limiting value γmax (or I0,max) of existence of LLBs.
bullets (δ < 0) [7, 8], but the existence of the LLBs ev-
idences that it can also work without an inward conical
flux. The loss profiles N(r) of the LLBs of Fig. 1(a)
are represented in Fig. 1(c). LLBs loss a finite fraction
NT = N(r →∞) of their infinite power (energy) per unit
propagation length, at the same time that a power (en-
ergy) flux −FT = NT comes from large radial distances
towards the center to compensate these losses. The value
−FT = NT is indicated as a horizontal gray straight line
in Fig. 1(c), and their values are represented in Fig. 1(d)
for the different values of the peak intensity I0. Only in
the limit I0 = I0,max, the localization of the lossy light
bullet is so weak that both the power and the NLLs per
unit propagation are infinite.
III. THE STRUCTURED PROFILE OF LOSSY
LIGHT BULLETS AND THEIR ENERGY
RESERVOIR
While in conical light bullets stationarity with NLLs
is due to an overweight of the linear conical part push-
3ing energy inward with respect to the conical part push-
ing outward, in LLBs these contributions to the energy
flux are not separable because of the nonlinear origin of
the energy flux. The dynamic balance of NLLs and self-
focusing requires the structured radial profiles revealed in
the double logarithmic plots of Figs. 1 (b) and (c), where
three sequential scaling power-laws (∝ r−σ) with differ-
ent scaling powers σ can be appreciated in each profile
(gray straight lines).
First, while the intensity a2(r) remains of the or-
der of I0 in the vicinity of r = 0 [horizontal straight
line in Fig. 1(b)], Eq. (3) yields −F (r) = N(r) ≃
(2D−1πrD/D)β(K)I
(K)
0 [steepest straight line in (c)],
and this flux requires wave fronts ϕ(r) ≃ ϕ(0) −
k0β
(K)IK−10 r
2/2D = const., i.e., spherical wave fronts
with the same curvature 1/R = β(K)IK−10 /D at any
propagation distance. About r = 0, Eq. (2) reduces
asymptotically to a′′ + (D − 1)a′/r + (2k20n2/n0)a3 ≃ 0.
The shape of the central peak is then substantially in-
dependent of the dissipative properties of the medium,
and its width, ∆r ≃ [ln(2)n0D/2k20n2I0]1/2 (HWHM),
is approximately equal to the width of the ground soli-
tons in two (Townes beam) and in three dimensions with
the same peak intensity I0 in transparent media. The
central peak of the LLB thus resembles a propagating
soliton, but its is actually being continuously absorbed
and replenished due to the flux created by its converging
wave fronts.
Second, replenishment of the whole central peak re-
quires a larger flux coming from around [Figs. 1(b) and
(c), intermediate straight lines]. If we write the power
law of the shell around the central peak as a ≃ br−σ,
where b is a constant, Eq. (3) yields −F (r) = N(r) ≃
c rD−2Mσ , where c = β(M)π2D−1b2M/(D − 2Mσ). This
requires converging (but non-spherical) wave fronts with
ϕ′(r) ≃ −d r1−2(M−1)σ , where d = k0β(M)b2M−2/(D −
2Mσ). From Eq. (2), the relation −d2r2−4σ(M−1) +
(2k20n2b
2/n0)r
−2σ ≃ 0 is found as the condition for the
strength of self-focusing to be consistent with these wave
fronts. Equating the exponents and the constants of the
two terms, one readily obtains
σS =
1
2M − 3 , bS =
[√
2n2
n0
(D − 2Mσ)
β(M)
] 1
2M−3
, (5)
for the power-law a ≃ bSr−σS of the amplitude in the
shell surrounding the peak [intermediate straight line in
Figs. 1(b)]. This shell is wider, and the losses higher,
as the peak intensity I0 approaches I0,max, becoming
infinitely wide and high for the lossy light bullet with
I0 = I0,max [dashed lines in Figs. 1(b) and (c)].
Except for the lossy light bullet with I0 = I0,max, the
outer part of the lossy light bullet is characterized by
the absence of absorption, since the inward flux reaches
a constant value −FT = NT that compensates the total
NLLs NT . Proceeding as above but replacing N(r) with
NT at large r, one finds ϕ
′(r) ≃ −d r2σ−D+1, where d =
k0NT /2
D−1πb2, for the converging wave fronts, and the
balance relation −d2r4σ−2D+2 + (2k20n2b2/n0)r−2σ ≃ 0
for the self-focusing state with these wave fronts. From
this relation we find
σa =
D − 1
3
, ba =
(
N2Tn0
22D−1π2n2
)1/6
, (6)
for the asymptotic power-law a ≃ bar−σa at large r
[steepest straight line in Fig. 1(b)]. LLBs are then non-
linear waves also asymptotically. Self-focusing is continu-
ously pushing the power (energy) contained in this huge,
widespread, and non-absorbed reservoir to replenish the
total lost power (energy) in the center.
In the context of the cubic-quintic Ginzburg-Landau
equation, dissipative solitons with permanently converg-
ing wave fronts have also been described in the two-
dimensional case [9–11]. However, these dissipative soli-
tons carry finite power, and their stationarity is based on
a balance between the losses and gain that take place in
different parts of their radial profiles.
The radial oscillations accompanying the asymptotic
decay of LLBs [Figs. 1(a) and (b)] have also little to do
with the linear oscillations of conical bullets. An asymp-
totic analysis similar to that described above shows that
both the amplitude and frequency of the nonlinear os-
cillations are proportional to the field amplitude bar
−σa .
The amplitude and frequency of the oscillations follow
then the same scaling power law with power (D−1)/3, in
contrast with the amplitude decay with power (D− 1)/2
and the constant frequency of the oscillations of conical
light bullets. More precisely, at each radius r, the local
radial frequency K = (k2+ k2y)
1/2, or spatiotemporal ra-
dial frequency K = [k2x + k
2
y + k0|k′′0 |(ω − ω0)2]1/2 of the
oscillations about bar
−σa are given by
K(r) ≃ k0
√
12n2
n0
bar
−σa . (7)
LLBs contain then a continuous of frequencies in its spec-
trum, with decreasing frequencies distributed along the
radial profile at increasingly larger distances from the
bullet center.
A. The most lossy light bullet in a nonlinear
dissipative medium
Oscillations cease in the limit of peak intensity I0 equal
to I0,max. As we will see in Sec. VIA, this limiting
bullet with infinite power and infinite losses is, despite its
ideal nature, of particular relevance in the self-focusing
of real (finite-energy) wave packets in media with NLLs.
Its peak intensity, given by Eq. (4), depends only on
the number of dimensions and the optical properties of
the medium at the carrier wave length. The lossy shell
extends up to infinite radial distances, and therefore its
asymptotic decay follows the power law specified by Eq.
(5), which depends only on the number of dimensions
and the optical properties of the medium.
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FIG. 2. Solid thick curves: (a) Intensity and (b) nonlinear
loss profiles (k0|k′′0 |)1/2N(r) [equal to the inward energy flux
profile −(k0|k′′0 |)1/2F (r)] of the most lossy three-dimensional
light bullet, whose intensity is I0 = I0,max = 14.716 TW/cm
2
[Eq. (4) with γmax = 3.15294 for D = 3 and M = 10] in
fused silica at 1550 nm carrier wave length (k0 = 5.854× 104
cm−1, k′′0 = −279.4 cm−1fs2, n2 = 2.2 × 10−16 cm2/W,
β(M) = 5.11 × 10−116 cm17/W9, and M = 10). Dashed
thick curves: Intensity and nonlinear loss profiles of LLBs
with slightly lower peak intensities I0, for comparison.
For reference in Section VIA, the solid curves in Figs.
2(a) and (b) represent the radial profiles of intensity
and NLLs (-flux) of the most lossy, three-dimensional
light bullet in fused silica at 1550 nm carrier wave-
length (M = 10). The intensity asymptotic decay
b2S/r
2/(2M−3) = b2S/r
2/17 is much slower than the inten-
sity asymptotic decays b2a/r
2(D−1)/3 = b2a/r
4/3 (dotted
curves) of the LLBs of lower intensity, shown in Fig. 2(a)
as dashed curves.
IV. PROPAGATION PROPERTIES OF
PHYSICALLY REALIZABLE LOSSY LIGHT
BULLETS
Since LLBs carry infinite energy, only approximate ver-
sions with finite energy can be formed in practice. As
seen in Sec. VI, LLBs with I0 close to I0,max are spon-
taneously formed, but only up to a maximum radial dis-
tance rt, from the finite-energy of collapsing Gaussian-
like wave packets in media with NLLs.
The propagation properties of these truncated LLBs
can be understood from the structure described above.
For example, Fig. 3(a) shows the spectrum of radial fre-
quencies of two-dimensional LLBs truncated at different
radii rt. Truncation removes the frequencies K < K(rt)
distributed at r > rt, as in a low-pass filter. This causes
the frequencies K ≃ K(rt) distributed about the trun-
cation radius rt to dominate, since they fill the largest
area or volume. The spectrum then resembles the an-
nular spectrum of a conical wave with a main cone an-
gle K(rt)/k0 determined by the truncation radius. This
may be the reason why LLBs with finite radius can eas-
ily interpreted as (linear or nonlinear) Bessel beams in
self-focusing experiments [17]. The frequency spectrum
of truncated LLBs differ from those of truncated conical
bullets in that higher frequencies, K > K(rt), placed at
r < rt have more weight than in conical waves. Indeed, a
truncated lossy light bullet behaves very much as a con-
tinuous of conical light bullets with cone angles equal or
larger than K(rt)/k0, as seen below.
Despite the central peak of the lossy light bullet is con-
tinuously being absorbed, it can propagate without sig-
nificant change for hundred times the diffraction length
k0(∆r)
2/2 associated to its width (in the radially sym-
metric two-dimensional case), or hundred times the dis-
persion length, equal to the diffraction length, associated
to its duration (in the spatiotemporal radially symmet-
ric three-dimensional case). The distance of light bullet
behavior L is determined by the distance at which the
energy reservoir of the truncated lossy light bullet is con-
sumed. For example, taking the truncated LLBs with the
spectra of Fig. 3(a) as initial conditions, the evolution
of the peak intensity along z according to the NLSE (1)
is plotted in Fig. 3(b), where the normalized axial co-
ordinate in Fig. 3(b) is such that the diffraction length
associated to the width of the central peak is unity.
To estimate the distance L we consider the truncated
lossy light bullet as a superposition of conical waves
with cone angles θ ≃ K(r)/k0 ≥ K(rt)/k0. Thus, the
power coming from a position r < rt in the initial con-
dition reaches the center of the bullet, refilling it, at the
diffraction-free distance r/θ = k0r/K(r) [3], or from Eq.
(7), at k0r
(D+2)/3/
√
12ba. In particular, the power com-
ing from the bullet border rt reaches the center at the
longest distance
L =
k0√
12 ba
r
D+2
3
t , (8)
which estimates the distance at which the power reser-
voir is completely consumed, and therefore the central
peak initiates to decay. As seen in Fig. 3(b), Eq. (8)
gives indeed the distance at which the peak intensity ini-
tiates to disappear. Unlike conical waves, the light bullet
distance L grows faster than linearly with truncation ra-
dius, and depends also on the parameter ba related to
the total NLLs NT per unit propagation length of the
specific LLB.
V. SELF-RECONSTRUCTION PROPERTY
As conical bullets [4], LLBs have the property of re-
building after being partially blocked. The dashed curve
in Fig. 4(a) represents a two-dimensional lossy LLB with
a hole of radius rt comparable to that of the central peak,
and the solid curve the propagated field from the NLSE
(1) at a distance where the central peak is reconstructed.
The self-reconstruction distance can be estimated follow-
ing a similar reasoning as above. The peak initiates to
rebuild when the power surrounding the hole begins to
reach the center. For the different cone angles K(r)/k0
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FIG. 3. (a) Radial spectral intensity of two-dimensional LLBs a˜ exp(iϕ) with D = 2, M = 6 and γ = 1.3, truncated at
different radii ρt. The truncation function is the super-Gaussian function exp(−ρ4/ρ4t ). The maxima are located at the
local frequency K(ρt) at the truncation radius ρt (vertical segments) as given by Eq. 7. The normalized radial frequency
in the graphic is Θ = K/
√
k20n2I0/n0. (b) Axial evolution of the peak intensity for the truncated LLBs in (a). It has been
obtained by solving the NLSE (1) in the dimensionless form ∂ξA˜ = (i/2)∆ρA˜ + i|A˜|2A˜− 2γ|A˜|2M−2A˜ taking truncated LLBs
A˜(ρ, 0) = a˜ exp(iϕ) exp(−ρ4/ρ4t ) as initial conditions. The normalized amplitude a˜, phase ϕ, radius ρ, and γ are defined in Fig.
1. The normalized axial coordinate is ξ = (k0n2I0/n0)z. The dashed vertical segments indicate the light bullet propagation
distances L for each truncation ρt predicted by Eq. (8).
at different radii r ≥ rt, the shortest axial distance of ar-
rival of power corresponds to rt, and is then given again
by Eq. (8), with rt standing now for the radius of the
hole. For several two-dimensional LLBs with different
peak intensities I0 and blocked up to a given radius rt,
Fig. 4(b) evidences that the peak intensity rises from
zero up to the corresponding unblocked values I0 at a
distance that is well approached by Eq. (8). Being equal
the hole radii, different values of L are due only to dif-
ferent values of ba, i.e., the different total NLLs NT of
the input LLBs. Of course, these numerical simulations
have been performed in a grid of finite radius, and there-
fore the self-reconstruction property holds for LLBs with
finite power.
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FIG. 4. (a) LLB a˜ exp(iϕ) with D = 2, M = 6 and γ =
1.5 (dashed curve) blocked up to ρt = 4 with block function
1 − exp(−ρ4/ρ4t ), and its propagated field (solid curve). (b)
Change of the peak intensity with propagation distance for
the LLBs with D = 2, M = 6 and γ = 1.5594, 1.55, 1.4,
all blocked up to the same radius ρt = 4. Normalized field,
propagation equation, coordinates and parameters are as in
Figs. (1) and (3). The dashed vertical lines indicate the
estimate of self-reconstruction distances L given by Eq. (8).
VI. STABILITY PROPERTIES
Since LLBs are nonlinear waves, they can suffer from
stabilities when they are perturbed, e. g., by truncation
at r > rt or by obscuration at r < rt, as in the preced-
ing sections. In fact, rebuilding of the central peak is
seen in Fig. 4(b) to be accompanied by nonlinear oscil-
lations, but these oscillations disappear as the intensity
I0 of the rebuilding lossy light bullet approaches I0,max.
Also, the truncated LLBs of Fig. 3(b) develop nonlinear
oscillations, but again their growth rate is smaller as I0
approaches the limit I0,max. In this section we show that
NLLs confer stability to these light bullets. The LLBs
of the maximum intensity and losses is consequently the
most stable among all LLBs, which acts as an attractor
in the self-focusing dynamics with nonlinear losses.
From numerical simulations, we first show that the
most lossy light bullet tends to be spontaneously formed
in the collapse of standard, Gaussian-like wave packets
arrested by NLLs. Of course, the complete formation
of the this LLB attractor would require infinite amounts
of energy. It is then only formed up to a certain max-
imum radius, depending on the available energy in the
initial Gaussian wave packet, and its incomplete for-
mation causes its eventually decay, which takes place
through an adiabatic sequence of less dissipative LLBs.
For conciseness, we review these results in the case of
three-dimensional, or spatiotemporal collapse of ultra-
short pulses in media with anomalous dispersion [1]. Sim-
ilar results for the two-dimensional, spatial collapse of
monochromatic light were described in [15].
The dynamics of the spontaneous formation and de-
cay of the most lossy light bullet described by the simple
Kerr+NLL model is found to describe the observed facts
in the dynamics of light filaments excited by ultrashort
pulses in media with anomalous dispersion [13, 14], in-
cluding the filament intensity, the formation of long fila-
6ment segments and repeated collapse in the form of short
bursts, which supports the relevance the most lossy light
bullet in these filamentation experiments. In this con-
nection, the most lossy three-dimensional light bullet ap-
pears here as the counterpart in media with anomalous
dispersion of the conical light bullets that are sponta-
neously formed in media with normal dispersion [18–20],
and would constitute an alternate form the so-called light
bullets [21–24], or stable, stationary and localized wave
packets in all dimensions.
Second, we perform a linearized analysis of instabil-
ity of LLBs that shows that they are unstable under ra-
dial perturbations. The exponential gain of the unsta-
ble modes, however, decrease drastically with increasing
NLLs, which confirms the stabilizing role of NLLs. In
particular, the gain of the most lossy light bullet is found
to be negligible or zero, which is in agreement with its
attractive property.
A. The most lossy light bullet as an attractor of
the self-focusing dynamics with nonlinear losses
Figure 5 shows the axial evolution of the peak intensity
and width when the three-dimensional (spatiotemporal
symmetric) Gaussian pulses
A =
√
2P
πs2
exp
(
−r
2
s2
)
, (9)
of carrier wavelength λ0 = 2πc/ω0 = 1550 nm, and of
different peak powers P above the critical peak power
for spatiotemporal self-focusing [25],
Pcr =
2.157λ20
4πn0n2
, (10)
are launched in fused silica. The peak intensity and
width are evaluated from the numerical solution of the
NLSE (1) including only the Kerr and loss nonlineari-
ties. Increasing the energy of the input pulse, the light
“segments” of nearly constant high intensity and narrow
width become longer, and a number of light “bursts”
beyond the segment are formed. These segments may
extend beyond the Rayleigh distance zR = πs
2/λ0 of the
input pulse, and survive by several hundred times the
Rayleigh distance expected from their width. These facts
have been observed in self-channelling experiments and
numerical simulations [13, 14]. The location and intensity
of the segments and bursts in Fig. 5 are even in quantita-
tive agreement with accurate simulations under the same
conditions (Fig. 2 in [14]) that include in the NLSE not
only Kerr nonlinearity and NLLs, but also all relevant
higher-order effects in propagation (space-time focusing,
self-steepening, higher-order dispersion and plasma de-
focusing), and using input Gaussian pulses that are not
completely symmetric.
Remarkably, the peak intensity of the segments and
bursts reaches a value that is close to the intensity of
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FIG. 5. Peak intensity (solid curves) and FWHM width
(dashed blue curves) along z for input Gaussian pulses of car-
rier frequency ω0 = 1.21525 fs
−1, Gaussian width s = 0.00716
cm [duration s(k0|k′′0 |)1/2 = 29 fs], and increasing power
above the critical power Pcr = 13 MW, calculated from Eq.
(1) with the parameters of fused silica (k0 = 5.854 × 104
cm−1, k′′0 = −279.4 cm−1fs2, n2 = 2.2 × 10−16 cm2/W,
β(M) = 5.11× 10−116 cm17/W9, with M = 10 [14]).
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FIG. 6. Peak intensity (solid curve), energy (dashed curve)
and losses (dotted curve) along z in the same conditions as
in Fig. 5 except the Gaussian width s = 0.011 cm [Gaussian
duration s(k0|k′′0 |)1/2 = 44.5 fs] and the peak power P =
50Pcr.
the LLB with the maximum intensity I0,max and infinite
losses. The intensity of the segments and burst does not
depend on the initial power, as in Figs. 5 from (a) to
(c), and of its width, as seen in Fig. 6). Also, in experi-
ments and “exact” numerical simulations of self-focusing
in fused silica at the same carrier wave length, the inten-
sity of the long-lived quasi light bullets, or filament seg-
ments, is close to the intensity I0,max of the most lossy
light bullet. Along the segments, however, the pulse en-
ergy is drastically decreasing [Fig. 6, dashed curve] due
to an energy loss per unit length [Fig. 6, dotted curve]
comparable to the total energy. These observations sug-
gest that collapse arrested by NLLs results in the (par-
7tial) formation of the LLB of the intensity I0,max. Among
all possible LLBs with different intensities, the equilib-
rium between self-focusing and NLLs appears to be more
stably reached in the LLB with maximum losses.
Also, the radial intensity profile of the input Gaussian
wave packet transforms during the self-focusing stage into
the radial profile of most LLB [Fig. 7 (a), solid curves
and dashed curves]. Once the intensity is stabilized at
about I0,m, the inner part of the radial profile fits accu-
rately that of the most LLB [Fig. 7(b), solid and dashed
curves]. However, the finite energy of the pulse prevents
the pulse from reaching completely this bullet attractor.
As z increases, the slowly evolving radial profile along
the segment fits successively the profiles of LLBs with
slowly changing intensities extremely close to I0,m [Fig.
7(b), open circles]. At longer propagation distances, the
increasingly lack of energy forces the pulse to decay into
less dissipative light bullets, endowed momentarily of a
very small cone angle. The radial profiles [Fig. 7(c), solid
curves] at different values of z are seen to match now the
those of conical light bullets with the same peak intensity
and total losses as the propagating pulse [Fig. 7(c), open
circles]. Contrary to what is stated in Ref. [15] in the
two-dimensional case, the cone angles in the relaxation
stage are small but not completely negligible.
Figure 8 offers an overall view of the collapse, filamen-
tation, and relaxation dynamics in the space of param-
eters of conical light bullets (I0, θ), and in the subspace
of LLBs (I0, θ = 0). The dashed area indicates the re-
gion of parameters where these bullets do not exist. Self-
focusing carries the pulse directly to the point (I0,max, 0)
representing the LLB of maximum losses in fused silica
at 1550 wave length, or to points so close to it that they
cannot be discerned at the scale of the figure or of the
inset, remaining in this vicinity for about the first half
of the collapse segment. Relaxation follows the indicated
trajectory, where it is seen that the cone angle grows
initially, but returns to zero at the end of the segment.
The same dynamics explains also the “bursts” after the
segments, if any, but since the remaining energy is con-
siderably smaller, the lossy light bullet attractor is less
approached and relaxation is faster.
B. Stability under small perturbations
The attracting property of the most LLB suggests that
it must be endowed of certain stability properties. An
analysis of stability of these LLBs, as done for other soli-
tons or nonlinear conical waves, turns out to be an in-
surmountable task because, first, they are known only
numerically, and second, and mainly, because they are
very weakly localized. We follow instead a simplified
procedure, close to that in [26], to show that LLBs be-
come more stable as their intensity and losses increase,
the most lossy light bullet being therefore the most sta-
ble LLB. The idea that NLLs confer stability has already
been expressed in [7] and [27] in relation to conical beams
in media with NLLs. In absence of a conical structure,
the spontaneous transformation of Gaussian-like wave
packets into the most LLB upon self-focusing reflects the
fact that this LLB is the most stable, non-conical, sta-
tionary state in a self-focusing medium with NLLs.
To simplify the analysis we use the dimensionless
variables A˜ = A/
√
I0, ρ =
√
k20n2I0/n0 r, and ξ =
(k0n2I0/n0)z, to rewrite the NLSE (1) as
∂ξA˜ =
i
2
∆ρA˜+ i|A˜|2A˜− 2γ|A˜|2M−2A˜, (11)
where ∆ρ = ∂
2
ρ + [(D − 1)/ρ]∂ρ, and
γ =
n0β
(M)IM−20
4k0n2
. (12)
The equations for LLBs A˜ = a˜ exp[iϕ] become
a˜′′ +
D − 1
ρ
a˜′ − (ϕ′)2a˜+ 2a˜3 = 0, (13)
4γ
∫ ρ
0
dρπ(2ρ)D−1a˜2M = −π(2ρ)D−1ϕ′a˜2,(14)
where the last equation admits also the differential form
(
ϕ′′ +
D − 1
ρ
ϕ′
)
a˜2 + ϕ′(a˜2)′ + 4γa˜2M = 0, (15)
with boundary conditions a˜′(0) = 0, ϕ′(0) = 0 and
a˜(0) = 1, and the localization condition a˜ → 0 for
ρ → ∞. The parameter γ ranges from 0 for the loss-
less case to the value of γmax of the limiting LLB for the
given values of D and M .
In a standard, linearized analysis of stability, a weakly
perturbed steady state of the form
A˜(ρ, ξ) = a˜(ρ)eiϕ(ρ) + ǫ
[
u(ρ)eiκξ + v⋆(ρ)e−iκ
⋆ξ
]
(16)
is introduced into Eq. (11), and nonlinear terms in the
small parameter ǫ are disregarded. This leads to the
differential eigenvalue problem
(
H f
−f⋆ −H⋆
)(
u
v
)
= κ
(
u
v
)
, (17)
where H = 12∆ + (2a˜
2 + 2iγMa˜2M−2) and f = [a˜2 +
2iγ(M − 1)a˜2M−2]e2iϕ. Stability is determined by the
absence of eigenvalues κ = κR+ iκI with negative imagi-
nary part κI , which would lead to an exponential growth
with gain−κI of the associated eigenmode (u, v). Similar
eigenvalue problems have been solved numerically in the
case of solitons in lossless media. For nonlinear Bessel
beams, a numerical solution becomes barely practicable.
Due to their persistent tails, a huge radial grid with thou-
sand of points is needed, and truncation, even if weak,
tends to falsify the spectrum of eigenvalues. Partial re-
sults for the two-dimensional case were nevertheless ob-
tained in Refs. [7, 27] in relation to the stabilizing role
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FIG. 7. For the same simulation as in Fig. 6, radial intensity profiles of the pulse at increasing propagation distances z (solid
curves), of the most lossy light bullet (dashed curve) and of the lossy or conical light bullet fitting the pulse (open circles). A
vertical off-set is introduced for clarity.
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FIG. 8. For the same example as in Figs. 6 and 7, visualiza-
tion of the evolution as a trajectory in the parameter space of
conical and lossy light bullets in fused silica at 1550 nm. The
inset shows a tiny region close to I0,max.
of losses in these nonlinear Bessel beams. LLBs are even
less localized than nonlinear Bessel beams, and these dif-
ficulties become overwhelming.
Instead of solving (17), we have followed the simplified
procedure of launching weakly perturbed LLBs as initial
conditions and letting the possible exponential instabil-
ity to be manifested. If the initial perturbation is weak
enough, all excited unstable modes will growth from very
low values, the unstable mode with the highest exponen-
tial rate −κI will emerge from others at a distance where
it is still a small (linear) perturbation, and its eigenvalue
κ and shape (u, v) can be easily extracted.
Truncation of the LLB at a large radius is used as
the weak perturbation that onsets instability. Numer-
ical solution of Eq. (11) with these initially truncated
LLBs shows exponentially growing harmonic oscillations
on their top. For the three-dimensional case and with
M = 10, e.g., Fig. 9(a) shows the axial intensity
|A˜(0, ξ)|2 for perturbed LLBs with γ = 0 (lossless limit)
and with γ = 0.1, and Fig. 9(b) shows, in logarithmic
scale, the difference |A˜(0, ξ)|2− 1 with respect to the un-
perturbed propagation. For each specific LLB, the expo-
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FIG. 9. (a) Normalized axial intensity |A(0, ξ)|2 and (b) dif-
ference |A(0, ξ)|2 − 1 of initially perturbed (truncated at the
large radius ρt = 1132) three-dimensional LLBs in media with
M = 0 and intensities such that γ ≃ 0 (dashed curves) and
γ = 0.1 (solid curves).
nential gain −κI and oscillation frequency κR is seen to
be independent of the initial weak perturbation (differ-
ent truncation radii). The weaker the input perturbation
(the larger the truncation radius), the cleaner the expo-
nentially growing oscillations. As seen in Fig. 9(a), more
LLBs preserve its shape for longer propagation distances
than less LLBs. This is because the instability gain, i.e.,
the slope in the logarithmic scale in Fig. 9(b), diminishes
with increasing losses. For each LLB (value of γ), fitting
|A˜(0, ξ)|2−1 with the same quantity given by Eq. (16) in
the axial region of small perturbation, allows to obtain
the gain κI of the dominant unstable mode and its axial
oscillation frequency κR. They are represented in Figs.
10(a) and (b) as functions of γ for the three-dimensional
LLBs with M = 10. Numerically, it is very difficult to
prolong the curves κI–γ and κR–γ up to the limit γmax
of the most LLB because LLBs become less and less lo-
calized, and the truncation radii must then be extremely
9large for the initial perturbation to remain weak. Nev-
ertheless, Fig. 10 evidences the stabilizing role of NLLs.
The gain decreases monotonically from its highest value
in the limit of negligible losses (γ = 0) down to negligible
or zero when the limit of the most LLB is approached.
This result confirms that the most LLB is the most sta-
ble light bullet without a conical structure, and explains
that it acts as the attractor in the self-focusing and col-
lapse arrested by NLLs of input pulses without a conical
structure.
Once the eigenvalue of the dominant unstable mode
of each LLB is found, it is not difficult to evaluate its
radial shape. Setting Eq. (16) with the propagated fields
A˜(ρ, ξ1) and A˜(ρ, ξ2) at two distances in the region of
small perturbation, obtained from the NLSE (11), the
radial shape of the unstable mode can be evaluated from
[u(ρ), v(ρ)] =
g1e
κIξ1 − g2eκIξ2e∓κR(ξ1−ξ2)
e±κRξ1 [1− e2iκR(ξ1−ξ2)] , (18)
where the upper (lower) plus-minus signs stand for u (v),
and gi = A˜(ρ, ξi) − a˜(ρ), i = 1, 2. Except for small fluc-
tuations, the unstable mode obtained from Eq. (18) is
independent of the input weak perturbation and of the
couple of distances chosen, which supports the consis-
tency of our instability analysis. As an example, Fig. 11
shows the most unstable mode growing on the top of the
three-dimensional LLB with M = 10 and γ = 0.1.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing, we have reviewed the properties of
purely nonlinear localized waves sustained by a dynamic
equilibrium between self-focusing and nonlinear losses.
Their finite-energy versions preserve light bullet behavior
well-beyond the diffraction or dispersion distances, and
they rebuild after obstacles. Lossy light bullets are essen-
tially multidimensional waves because the replenishment
mechanism from the energy reservoir is based solely on
the trend toward collapse, which does not exist with one
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FIG. 10. Normalized exponential gain −κI and axial oscilla-
tion frequency κR of the dominant unstable mode of three-
dimensional LLBs with M = 10 as functions of increas-
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dimension. There is a preferential lossy light bullet with
maximum intensity and losses, and defined solely by the
optical properties of the medium. This is the most sta-
ble, non-conical localized wave sustained by a medium
with self-focusing nonlinearity and nonlinear losses, and
as such acts an as attractor in the self-focusing dynamics
with nonlinear losses of non-conical wave packets, as an
input Gaussian wave packet.
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